TIIPI-FIVE:
THE Internal Inflatable
Penile Implant for Impotent Vampires' Erections
by
Joy Lin

FADE IN:
INT. STUDIO STAGE - DAY
SFX: audience clapping
WILLY JOHNSON (40s), a handsome actor in a suit and tie,
walks onto the set. White backdrop.
WILLY
Hi, we are coming to you LIVE
today, from Studio 96. My name is
William D. Johnson. You may
recognize me from my prime time
cameos on CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation, CSI: Miami, CSI: New
York, CSI: Pflugerville, and High
School Musical...
Corner of the screen shows photos from Willy’s various chalkoutlined corpse cameos as a cop, a doctor, a homeless man, a
cross-dressing prostitute, and a flamboyantly gay teacher
singing a show tune (alive in this one).
WILLY (CONT’D)
Or from my award-winning films: XXX
Men: Apoca-tits, Sausage Orgy, and
most recently, Cockman vs. Uberman
III: Dawn of Jizztits.
Corner of the screen shows posters from Willy’s porn movies,
all censored flesh-tone-pixilated mess except for the titles.
WILLY (CONT’D)
As many of you know, due to the
diagnosis of my taint cancer...
Corner of the screen shows a photo of Willy at a doctor’s
check up with his legs in stirrups.
WILLY (CONT’D)
I took the leap and became a
vampire... nothing to do with not
wanting to lose my good looks.
Willy looks directly into Camera 2 and poses dramatically
like a male model. After a beat, he fake laughs.
SFX: audience laughs
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WILLY (CONT'D)
I thought all I was giving up was
cupcakes when I vamp-zitioned, and
then I realized...
The top right corner of the screen shows a side view outline
of a man with a boner.
WILLY (CONT’D)
No heart beat, no blood flow. No
blood flow, no boner.
The cartoon boner falls to the floor and explodes.
SFX: audience awws
WILLY (CONT’D)
That’s when I discovered:
TIIPIFIVE: “THE” Inflatable
Internal Penile Implant...For
Impotant Vampires’ Erections.
The screen shows each letter of TIIPI: FIVE as Willy speaks.
SFX: audience oohs and ahhs
WILLY (CONT’D)
What makes TIIPI-FIVE different
from penis pumps made for humans,
you ask? First, a little biology.
We have in our studio, Dr. Chen!
SFX: audience claps
DR. CHEN (30s), an Asian girl in a doctor’s coat, walks in.
She is clearly a porn actress in short shorts, stockings, and
a corset with dramatic ridiculous stage makeup on.
DR. CHEN
(ditzy baby voice)
Hi, I'm Dr. Chen. When I first
started seeing Willy...
Willy gives her the “no no” wide-eyed look and gestures “cut”
with his hand by his neck.
DR. CHEN (CONT'D)
(corrects herself)
Um, when I first started seeing a
vampire, I realized that...
(reads from post-it)
Due to lack of circulation,
vampires have no "homo-stasis."
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WILLY
(whispers)
Homeostasis.
DR. CHEN
Homeo-status. Without body heat,
they're always room temperature!
SFX: audience ahhs
DR. CHEN (CONT’D)
But here in Forks, Washington,
where they shot Twilight, it's
always 40 degrees! Now, ladies,
you don’t keep your sex toys in
your refrigerator, do you?
SFX: audience says no and nuh-uh
DR. CHEN (CONT’D)
And we all know that warming lube
does not WARM, it BURNS! That's
why we invented TIIPI-FIVE: the
first self-heating penile implant!
SFX: audience claps
The corner of the screen shows the outline of the man with
the cut-off boner grows a much larger boner and smiles.
WILLY
Just like a regular internal
inflammable...no, inflatable penile
prosthesis, there is a minimally
invasive procedure. They placed the
self-heating penile tube into my
shaft and the pump component inside
my inflatable scrotum.
(shows in diagram)
Whenever I want an erection, I just
gently squeeze my balls like this,
(mimics the motion)
The fluid is pumped from the
reservoir into the penis and I get
an instant boner!
DR. CHEN
Now, if you are REALLY good, and
you make your partner jizz too
soon, TIIPI-FIVE keeps you hard
even AFTER premature ejaculation.
Because? It’s...
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Production Assistant holds up a cardboard sign, cueing the
audience members to answer together.
DR. CHEN AND AUDIENCE
NOT YOUR BONER!
WILLY
(coughs)
Uhm, that’s not an issue you’re
PERSONALLY experiencing, is it?
DR. CHEN
(hesitates)
Oh, of course not. Let’s hear what
our users have to say!
Episode One Ends.
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FADE IN:
INT. STUDIO STAGE
DR. CHEN
Let’s hear what our users have to
say!
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
LOGAN (30s), a flamboyant bald gay Asian man, is sitting in a
director’s chair in the studio, vouching for TIIPI-FIVE.
LOGAN
When Victor became a vampire, we
found out immediately there were,
uh, other consequences.
INT. FANCY BEDROOM - NIGHT
The words “Dramatic Reenactment” show up on the bottom of the
screen every time Actors are portraying Victor and Logan.
ACTOR PORTRAYING VICTOR (20s), a handsome and tall brunette
model, is standing topless in front of ACTOR PORTRAYING LOGAN
(20s), obviously wearing a very bad bald cap with his eyes
scotch taped to look Asian. Actor Victor is furiously tugging
on his penis off screen, and both of them look sad.
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
LOGAN
We knew a penis pump was our
solution, so we jumped on it!
INT. FANCY BEDROOM - NIGHT
Actor Victor’s private are wrapped in a bandage diaper. He
limps in with the help of Actor Logan.
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
LOGAN
The first time we tried to have sex
after the procedure...I remember it
vividly. It was a cold, snowy
night. He had just come home...
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INT. FANCY BEDROOM - NIGHT
Actor Victor is standing behind Actor Logan, both topless. As
Actor Victor thrusts into Actor Logan off screen, Actor Logan
makes a ridiculous “what the fuck” face.
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
Sad dramatic music plays.
LOGAN
It was like somebody stuck a
popsicle up my butt...
(beat)
I may have suffered from colonic
frost bite! It was traumatic.
INT. FANCY KITCHEN - NIGHT
Actor Logan’s privates are covered by a pillow and he has a
painful look on his face. He takes a heating pad out of the
microwave and jams it between his butt cheeks and has a
dramatic look of relief.
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
LOGAN
Ever since then, I wouldn’t let him
near my bubble butt without thawing
in a hot bath for 15 minutes first.
INT. FANCY BEDROOM - NIGHT
Actor Victor wants to copulate with Actor Logan, but Actor
Logan walks away.
INT. FANCY BATHROOM - NIGHT
Actor Logan draws a bath and places a kitchen timer by the
tub. He points to the tub and stomps his foot. Actor Victor
reluctantly gets in.
Later, Actor Victor is sitting in the bathtub, impatiently
checking the time on a kitchen timer by the tub.
When it dings, the bathroom door opens and Actor Logan walks
in excited to have sex. Actor Victor had fallen asleep in the
tub, holding a rubber ducky. Actor Logan is pissed.
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INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
LOGAN
It wasn’t working out.
(becomes cheerful)
And then we found TIIPI-FIVE!
INT. FANCY BEDROOM
Actor Victor and Actor Logan are humping under the sheets. We
see their bodies writhing and thrusting. All of a sudden,
they lift the covers to give the camera a commercial-like
thumbs up, and then goes right back to humping.
INT. STUDIO INTERVIEWING ROOM - DAY
VICTOR (30s), a much smaller brunette man wearing nerdy
glasses, is now sitting with Logan. His fangs are exposed.
VICTOR
(slurring)
Thanks to TIIPI-FIVE, I was able to
satisfy the love of my life, both
mentally and physically.
LOGAN
Please excuse him, we played too
rough last night and he tore his
fang-retractor muscle. Don't
worry, he’ll be fine.
VICTOR
Thanks to TIIPI-FIVE, I was able to
satisfy...
LOGAN
Honey, you already said that. He’s
also on a LOOOOT of painkillers
right now... Anyway, thank you,
TIIPI-FIVE! Back to you, Willy!
INT. STUDIO STAGE - DAY
Willy and Dr. Chen are fooling around behind the white board.
DR. CHEN
Stop! You’re so bad!
The producer walks on set, clearing his throat loudly. Willy
pokes his head out with lipstick on his face, sees the camera
and disappears behind the white board again.
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Moments later, he walks out with messed up hair, half-open
crotch, and his shirt buttons are off by 1 button.
WILLY
Um, yes! TIIPI-FIVE! Uh, we first
tried using batteries to heat up
TIIPI-FIVE, but after those
exploding cell phones, none of us
wanted a battery near our balls.
Then the military-grade plutonium
failed health inspections, so we
went organic!
Dr. Chen walks out from behind the white board, holding a
bottle of what looks like clear hand-sanitizer with colorful
beads in it. She presents it to the audience.
DR. CHEN
That’s right! Every TIIPI-FIVE
reservoir is filled with... Unicorn
spunk!
WILLY
Ugh, speak science!
DR. CHEN
Oh, sorry, Unicorn spermS!
(whispers)
Should I have said sea-men instead?
Willy gives her a “keep rolling” gesture.
DR. CHEN (CONT’D)
(reads from post-it)
As we all know, heat comes from
friction of mole-cules. Due to
unicorns’ immortality, their little
swimmers never stops moving, so
their cum will always be warm!
WILLY
Don’t worry, all of our unicorns
are free range.
(under his breath)
Fucking union thugs...
DR. CHEN
Wait, we put spermS inside a penis
pump. What if it leaks? Would I
give birth to a Centaur?
WILLY
Not now, we’ll talk about it later.
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DR. CHEN
What if the centaur has a horn like
its daddy? I could die!
Willy smiles to Camera 1 while shoving Dr. Chen off screen.
Dr. Chen screams and one of her shoes fly up into the shot.
WILLY
Our revolutionary TIIPI-FIVE is
only $99.99. But if you call us
right now. We’ll double your
order! Just pay separate shipping
and handling. So, ask your doctor:
Is TIIPI-FIVE right for you?
Screen shows 1800-696-6969 as Dr. Chen joins Willy again,
limping from only wearing one of her 6-inch high heels.
DR. CHEN
Remember to pitch your tent with
TIIPI-FIVE!
WILLY
Your body’s dead, but your dick can
be alive...with TIIPI-FIVE.
SFX: audience claps
A black screen.

Credit rolls.

“Sponsored by American Firewood: your body may be cold, but
keep the action warm...with TIIPI-FIVE” shows on screen.
WILLY (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Really? SPERMS?
DR. CHEN (O.S.)
Answer my centaur question!
WILLY (O.S.)
Hey, tell those unicorn reps it’s a
good deal. 25 bucks an hour and all
they do is stand around, eating
coffee and getting manually jerked
off with pocket pussies!
DR. CHEN (O.S.)
Aww, they eat coffee!
WILLY (O.S.)
Lazy bastards... Wait, is this
thing still on?
The End.

